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1. Introduction. Let 5 be a complex linear space, Q be an inner product

for S, and A^ be the corresponding norm: N(x) =Q(x, x)112 for all x in S. Sup-

pose that 5 is complete with respect to N, and let P be the set of all linear

functions from 5 into S which are continuous with respect to N. The set of

complex numbers is regarded as a subset of P and, for each A in T, A* de-

notes the adjoint of A with respect to Q, Re A denotes (A +A*)/2, and Im A

denotes (.4 — A*)/2i. The notation PPJCP (alternatively, K^>H) means that

each of H and K is in P and Q(x, Hx) O.Q(x, Kx) for all x in S (implying that

each of H and K is Hermitian with respect to Q, since S is complex). If Hy>0

then H1'2 denotes that member A of P such that ^4^>0 and A2 = H. By an

infinite sequence we mean a function from the set of all nonnegative integers;

by an infinite matrix, a function from the set of all ordered pairs of nonnega-

tive integers.

The statement that C is an Hermitian moment sequence means that C

is an infinite sequence with values in T and that there exists a function <p

from the real numbers to T, which is nondecreasing in the sense that <p(u)

<JC<Kfl) for u<v, such that

C„ = J I"d<t> (n = 0, 1, • • • ),

where I denotes the identity function on the real line. Let it be noted that

we may take <p(— oo) =0, in which case Co = <p(+ °°). All limits in P are to

be interpreted as "strong" limits with respect to the norm N, unless other-

wise specified.

The main problem for which we provide new solutions in this paper is

twofold : to characterize all Hermitian moment sequences and to find connections

between these sequences and certain continued fractions. We find that each of

the following is a complete characterization, i.e., is a necessary and sufficient

condition that the infinite sequence C with values in P be an Hermitian

moment sequence:

(I) C* = Cn (n = 0, 1, • ■ • ) and there should exist an analytic function f,

from the upper half of the complex plane to T, such that Im/(z)<3C0/or Im z>0

and, for each positive integer n,
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n-l

K(z) = z"+y(z) - JZ zn~kCk
k=0

is weakly bounded as lmz—*-\-'x> with Rez = 0—in the sense that for each

point x in S there exist positive numbers p and q such that if u>p then

| Q(hn(iu)x, x)\ <q.
(II) There should exist a member A0 of T such that ^4o-4o* = G0 and an

infinite matrix M with values in T such that

M(i,j) = 0      for | i -j |  > 1,       M(i,j)* = M(j, i)       (i,j = 0, 1, 2, • • 0

and AoMk(0, 0)A0*= Ck for each positive integer k.

(III) There should, for each nonnegative integer n, exist a number interval

[an, bn] such that

n n n

a,.   JZ Qixi, Ci+jXj) g   JZ Qixi, Ci+j+ix,) g bn  ¿Z Qixi, Ci+jX,)
«,«'—o i,j—o »■/—o

for all sequences {x,-} ¡} with values in the space S.

The characterization (I) is a direct extension of known results about

numerical moment sequences [3], an extension found in 1952 [8] with the

added axiom that the inner product space {S, Q} is separable. The argu-

ments given in [8] concerning (I) carry over to the present setting with only

minor modification, as do arguments supporting the following proposition

(and no further proof will be offered). If f is a function from the upper half of

the complex plane to T then the following two statements are equivalent:

(a) / is analytic, lm/(z)«0 for Im z>0, and zf(z) is weakly bounded as

Im z—>+ °° with Re z = 0.

(b) There is a nondecreasing function <p from the real line to T such that

each of the limits cp(— oo) and <£(+ °°) exists, and f is the Stieltjes transform

ofcp, i.e.,

/(z) =  I    -d<t>       for Im z > 0.
J    z — I

This latter equivalence is one of the essential tools used here, along with

ideas developed in [9; 10], to establish (II) and (III).

As well as including solvability criteria for the classical Stieltjes [16] and

Hamburger [3] problems (since T "contains" the values of numerical se-

quences), these results include corresponding criteria for matrix-moment

problems as considered by Kreïn [7] and by Wall [22]—since the latter cor-

respond to finite dimensional 5 (see Theorem 4, and Remark 1 following

Theorem 3).

Apropos of the Stieltjes moment problem: the infinite sequences C with

values in Tsuch that G2„+i = 0 (« = 0,1, • • • ) which are Hermitian moment
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sequences are easily seen to be those which are generated by a nondecreasing

<p which is odd—in the sense that <p( — u) = —4>(u) for all real u—and are char-

acterized (Theorem 5) by the condition (II) with the proviso M(i, i) = 0

(t = 0, 1, • • • )• With Bn = C2n (n = 0, 1, • • • ), these sequences are also char-

acterized by the condition that B satisfy (III) with the proviso a„èO

(n = 0, 1, • • • ); indeed, we prove (Theorem 6) that if L is an infinite matrix

with values in T then the following two statements are equivalent :

(1) L(i,j) = 0for \i-j\ >1 (i,j = 0, 1, 2, • • •) and

¿ Q(xi,L(i,j)xj) £0
iJ-0

for n = 0, 1, • • •  and each sequence {x¡} " with values in the space S.

(2) There is an infinite matrix M with values in T such that

M(i,j) = 0      for | i -y|  * 1,       M(i,j)* = M(j, i),

and L(i,j) = M\2i, 2j)(i,j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).
If statement (2) holds then P*(0, 0) = M2*(0, 0) (k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■).
For the case that a single interval [a, b] suffices (w = 0, 1, • • • ) in the

characterization (III), an equivalent formulation is: there should exist a non-

decreasing function <j> from [a, b] to T such that

•-!.

6

I»d<t> (» = o, !,-••);

for such a <p, and each A0 in P such that AoAo* = C0, we find that there is an

infinite matrix M which satisfies (II) and which gives rise to a continued

fraction expansion for complex z in the region Ext[a, 6]—

r A0*
d<j> = Limit Ao-A*

z — I z — Bi — Ay
z- B2- A i--

- B,

= Limit Ao(z - By - Ay(z - Bt - • • • )-1Ai*)-lAi¥,

where Bp=M(p-l, p-1) and Ap = M(p-l, p) 0 = 1, 2, • • • ) and con-

vergence is uniform in z over each closed bounded subset of Ext[a, b]. This

case is also characterized by an extension (Lemma 8) of the representation

theorem due to F. Riesz [12] for "positive linear functional" on the space of

continuous functions from [a, b] to the numbers (see, also, Christian [2]

concerning a further extension). The subcase, in which [a, b] = [ — 1, l] and

4> is odd, is characterized by the following special form for the preceding con-

tinued fraction expansion (an extension of H. S. Wall's characterization [19]
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of totally monotone numerical sequences) :

r -.1/2 1/2
Bp = 0    and    Ap = [1 — wip-i]    Ujpij, (p = 1, 2, • • • ),

where m0 = 0, and 0«mp<iCl, and u*up is the projection of S onto the closure of

mp(S) with respect to N.

Finally, we find that there is a notion of "bounded variation" for functions

from the real line to T which provides—essentially as corollaries to the pre-

ceding analysis—an analogue (Theorem 9) of the characterization of moment

sequences of numerical functions of bounded variation on the unit-interval

[5] as differences of totally monotone numerical sequences, and an extension

(Theorem 10) to the present setting of the Boas-Pólya result [l] that every

infinite numerical sequence is the moment sequence of a numerical function

of bounded variation which is constant on the set of negative numbers.

2. Definitions and basic lemmas. In addition to the notational conven-

tions mentioned in the introduction, if A belongs to T then A~l denotes the

inverse of the contraction of A to the closure of -4*(S). We use N to denote

the norm for T defined by :

Ñ(A) = L.U.B. N(Ax)       for N(x) = 1.

If A is in T then [ A \ denotes the transformation [AA*]112; this is consistent

with standard notation (e.g., [15a, p. 277]) in case A is Hermitian with

respect to Q. If if»0, H'1'2 denotes (H1'2)'1.

Lemma 1. If D is in T then \ D \ (S) = D(S) and is the subset of S to which z
belongs only in case there is a nonnegative number m such that \ Q(z, x) \

^mN(D*x) for all x in S, in which case N(D~1z) is the least such number m.

For a proof, see Theorem 1 of [9] or Lemma 3.1 of [10].

Lemma 2. Supposing that each of D and E is in T, DD* = EE*, U=D~1E,

and V = E~1D, the following are true:

(1) Each of U and V is in T, and U* = F.

(2) U*U is the projection of S onto the closure of E*(S).

(3) F* F is the projection of S onto the closure of D*(S).

(4) For each x and y in D(S), Q(D~1x, D~ly) = Q(E~1x, E~ly).

Remark 1. This lemma is a refinement of the result [15a, p. 286] that

every member of T is the composite of a nonnegative Hermitian transforma-

tion with a partially isometric transformation (let E= \d\).

Remark 2. It follows from Lemma 2 that, if each of A, B, and D is in T,

each oiA(S) and B(S) lies in D(S), and each of D~lA and D~lB is also in T,

then the transformation { |d|-1.<4 } *{ |d|-1.B} , which we have previously

indicated by A*[DD*]~1B (see [9, Theorem 4]), is the transformation
{D-lA}*{D-lB}.
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Proof. That each of U and F is in T follows from Lemma 1, with the

observation that, for x and y in S, N(D*x) = N(E*x) so that

| Q(Ey, x) |   = N(y)N(D*x)

and

\Q(Dy,x)\   = N(y)N(E*x),

whence N(Uy) ¿N(y) and N(Vy) gN(y). Let Pi and P2 be projections (with

respect to Q) of 5 onto the closures of D*(S) and £*(5), respectively. Now,

UE* = D* = (EV)*=V*E*, so that by continuity we have (UP2)* = P2V.

Since U[l-P2]=[l-P2]V=0, then U*=V. Since U*UE*=U*D* = (DU)*
= £* then, again by continuity, we see that U*U=U*UP2 = P2. Similarly

F*F=Pi. The last assertion of the lemma follows from the observation that

for each x and y in 5

Q(Pix, Piy) = Q(Pyx, V*VPiy) = Q(VPix, VPiy),

and this completes our proof.

Lemma 3. Suppose that each of A, B, and H is in T, Pi is the projection of

S onto the closure of A*(S), P2 is the projection of S onto the closure of B*(S),

and there is a number m such that

| Q(x, Hy) |   g mN(A*x)N(B*y)       for each x and y in S.

Then (B-1[A-1H]*)* = A~1[B-lH*]* and is the only member G of T such that

H = AGB* and PyGP2 = G.

Remark. If H*=H and B=A then G* = G; moreover, one sees that if

[a, b] is a number interval then the condition that

a A A*«. H <ZbAA*

implies that aPi«G«6Pi, and if H=AC* then GA* = PyC*.
Proof. Successive applications of Lemma 1 show that, for each x and y

in S,

N(A~1Hy) g mN(B*y)

and

N(B~1[A-lH]*x) = mN(x).

LetG = (B~l[A-1H]*)*. Then BG*=[A~W]* so that H=AGB*. Now, since
G* = B-l[A-1H}*, it follows that P2G* = G* so that GP2 = G. Since GB*

= A~lH, it follows that PyGB* = GB* so that PiGP2 = GP2. If P is a member

of P such that H=AFB* and PyFP2 = F, then we see, successively, that:

AGB* = AFB*, AGP2 = AFP2, AG = AF, G*Py = F*PU G = PyG = PyF = F.
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Now, two more applications of Lemma 1 show that for each x and y in 5

N(B-1H*x) ^ mN(A*x)

and

N(A-1[B~1H*]*y) % mN(y).

Let F = A~1[B-1H*]*. Then PiF=F and F*A* = B~*H*. Hence H=AFB*
and P2F*A* = F*A*. Thus we see that P2F*Pi = F*Pi and PiFP2 = PiF. This
completes our proof.

Lemma 4. If A is in T and b is a positive number and Re A ~2>b then A is

reversibly continuous from S onto S and N(A~l) ^ 1/b.

Indication of proof. From the hypothesis, for each x in 5,

2bN(x)2 = 2bQ(x, x) ^ Q(Ax, x) + Q(x, Ax) Ú 2N(x)N(Ax),

so that bN(x)-£N(Ax), and similarly bN(x)^N(A*x); if z is in S,

\Q(z,x)\   Z {N(z)/b}N(Ax)

and

|ö(z,*)|   Z {N(z)/b}N(A*x).

By Lemma 1, A*(S)=A(S)=S, etc.

Lemma 5. Suppose cj> is a nondecreasing function from the real line into T

with cp( — co ) = 0 and cf>(+ «>) = l,fis the Stieltjes transform of cp, and the follow-

ing integrals exist:

\ =  I  Idcp       and       C2 =  \ Pdcp.

There exists a nondecr easing function d from the real line into T, with d(— *> ) = 0

and ö(-+- oo ) = C2 — CÎ, such that if g is the Stieltjes transform of 6 then

(1) for Im z>0, f(z) is reversibly continuous from S onto S and

/(z)-1 - 1 - Ci - g(z),

(2) if all the integrals Cn = flndcp (w = 3, 4, • • • ) exist then for each positive

integer n

j I»d6 = C„+2 - C„+iCi - JZ Cn-k f Pde.

Remark 1. As noted in the introduction, an analytic function g from the

upper half of the complex plane into T is the Stieltjes transform of a non-

decreasing function 6 from the real line into T, such that 0(— °o)=0 and

ô(+ co ) exists, only in case Im g(z) «0 for Im z > 0 and zg(z) is weakly bounded
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as Im z->+ « with Rez = 0; in this case [8, Theorem 3.2 and Remarks],

zg(z) has weak limit 6(+ <»).

Remark 2. In this Lemma, the integrals Cy and C2 exist only in case [8,

Theorem 3.3] there exists an Hermitian member H of T such that z3f(z) —zs

— zH is weakly bounded as Im z—*+ <x> with Re z = 0, in which case H=Ci

and z3f(z) —z2 — zH has weak limit C%.

Remark 3. It follows from part (1) of this Lemma that if C2—C\ then/

is the resolvent of G and <b is essentially the spectral resolution of G. Part

(1) we have previously obtained [8, Theorem 3.4] for the case that ¡S, Q}

is separable; we present an independent argument for the present setting.

Proof. With the suppositions of the Lemma, we show first that, for

Im z>0,/(z) is reversibly continuous from 5 onto S: we have

Im/O) = - (Im 2) £ | z - l\~2d<p

so that, for each x in the space S,

Q(x,x)2 = if lQ([d<p)x, x)\

= if | z - l\-2Q([d<p]x,x)\ if | z - l\2Q([d<p]x, *)|

= { -Q([lm/(«)]*, *)/(Im z)} {Q([ \ z \2 - 2(Re z)Cy + C2]x, x) \,

whence we see that

-Im/O) » (Im z)/Ñ( I z I2 - 2(Re z)G + C») ;

the conclusion follows from Lemma 4, and we have also

Ñifiz)-1) á Ñ(\ z\2 - 2(Rez)Ci+C2)/(Imz).

Now, letting the function g be defined by

g(z) = z - Ci - /(z)-1       for Im z > 0,

and using the preceding estimate for ÏV(/(z)_1), it is easy to see that g is

analytic—indeed that g'(z) = l+f(z)~1\f'(z)]f(z)-1. By judicious use of

Schwarz's inequality as before, e.g.,

Q([zf(z) - l]x,y)\   =    f  -1—Q([d4,]x,y)
\J    z — I

{Q(x,x)}^{Q(C2y,y)}"2,
Im z

we obtain the following estimates, for Im z>0 and Re z = 0
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Ñibfiz)]-1) ^ 37(1 + C2/(Im z)2),

Ñ(z2f(z) - z) á Ä(C01/2,

Ñ(z*f(z) - z2 - zCi) g Â(C2).

Hence, by the identity

Zg(z)  =   [tf(«)H**/(*)  - 8* - zCi -  [22/(z)  - Z]d},

we have the following estimate, for Im z>0 and Re z = 0:

Ñ(zg(z)) â Ä(l + C2/(Im z)2){Ä(C2) + Ñ(C2y>2Ñ(Ci)}.

Therefore (see Remarks 1 and 2 preceding this proof), there is a nondecreas-

ing function 0 from the real line into T, such that 0(— °o)=0 and 0(+ oo)

exists, of which g is the Stieltjes transform; now, since

zg(z) = {1 - z/(z)} [zg(z)j + z f  --dd> - {z2f(z) -z}Ch
J     z — I

which has weak limit C2—C\ as Im z—»+<» with Rez = 0, it follows that

C2— C1 = ô(-f-oo). This establishes part (1).

Concerning (2) now, let B be the infinite sequence defined by

»-i
2 «r—\

Bo = C2 — Ci   and B„ = C„+2 — C„+iCi — ¿_i Cn-kBk       (n = 1, 2, • • • ).
k-0

Inductively we see that B* = Bn (n = 0, 1, • • • ). For Im z>0, we let

ho(z) = zg(z)    and   A„+i(z) = z{hn(z) — Bn}        (n = 0, 1, • • • ).

We show, inductively, that N(hn(z)) is bounded for lmz>0 with Re z

= 0(«=1,2, ••■), and this will establish (2) and complete our proof of the

lemma (see Remark 2 preceding this proof). From the last representation for

zg(z) in the preceding paragraph, we find

r    zP ( c   zi2      ) ( r    zl      )

Äi(z)=J   —d*- |J  -—^Cl-{J  rr?^}*.(.)•

From this it is easy to see inductively that, for « = 2, 3, • • • ,

C   zln+2 ( c zI"+1    )

"!{/S*}*-{/i7rj*}•-»•
By using Schwarz's inequality as in the preceding paragraph, we find that

for Im z>0 with Re z = 0 and each positive integer » (C0 = l)
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_/  C   zl2n~l      \      _ _
nIJ -—d4>\ ^ N(c2n-*yi2N(c2nyi2

and

_/ C    zl2n      \      _
Nil    —— d<M = N(C2n).

This provides the desired bounds on N(hn(z)) and completes our proof.

Lemma 6. If 0 is a nondecreasing function from the real line into T and

$(— <x>) =0 and A is a member of T such that AA* = 9(+ °o), then the formula

6i(u) = A-^A-^u)]*

defines a nondecreasing function Oifrom the real line into T such that 6i(— °o ) = 0

and 6i(+ °°) is the projection of S onto the closure of A*(S) ; if, moreover, P is

that projection then the formulas

<t>i(u) = 0i(«)    if u <0,       <f>i(u) = 0y(u) + 1 - P   ifu^O

define a nondecreasing function <py from the real line into T, with Stieltjes trans-

form /i and <py( — oo ) = 0 and <j>i( + °° ) = 1, such that

-f —J    z - I

and also

Afy(z)A* =  I    -dd       for Im z > 0,

A <  I Ind<t>y\ A* =  f I»dB (n = 0, 1, )

provided only that all the latter integrals exist.

Indication of proof. That By makes sense and is nondecreasing, follows from

Lemma 3 and the Remark immediately thereafter. By Lemma 2, the projec-

tion P (of 5 onto ^4*(5))is given by the formula

P = (A-1} A | )(A~l\ A | )* = A-\A-l[AA*])*.

All other assertions of the lemma follow from the following type of considera-

tion (based on Lemma 3) : if Pi is an infinite sequence with values in P such

that 0«-ff„«ip,+i<<G4,4* (« = 0, 1, • • • ), and K is the limit of H, then
(a) 0«A-1(A-lHn)*«A-l(A-iHn+i)*^i (ra = 0, 1, • • • ),

(b) ^-1U~1iî»)*-^Psuch that PJP = J=J*, and

(c) AJA* = K, so that J=A-i(A-^K)*.

Lemma 7. Suppose 50 is a linear subset of S which is dense in S, each of A

and B is a linear function from So into S,
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Q(Ax, y) = Q(x, By)        and       Im Q(Ax, x) á 0

for all x and y in So, A denotes the closure of A (as a subset of SXS), and B

denotes the closure of B. If Si is the initial set (i.e., "domain") of A and S2 is

the initial set of B, there exists a nondecreasing function cp from the real line

into T, with Stieltjes transform f and 4>(— co ) = 0 and ct>( + co ) = 1, such that for

lmz>0

(1) f(z) {z — A }x = x for each x in Si, and

(2) /(z)*{z* — B}y = y for each y in S2.

Remark. We have earlier [8, Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 3.2(a)] given

essentially this result for separable spaces, couched in the language of infinite

complex matrices. The case that S is finite dimensional, we set aside as com-

pletely taken care of by our results with matrices [8]. Ideas occurring in the

following twofold proof have been considered in somewhat more detail by

von Neumann in [18], especially pp. 98-103 for the first argument, and pp.

82-92 for the second.

Proof for separable {S, Q}. Let s be an infinite sequence with values in So

such that the following three conditions hold:

(i) the set [{s0, As0}, {si, Asi}, • • ■ ] is dense in A,

(ii) the set [{so, Bso}, {si, Bsi}, • • • ] is dense in B, and

(iii) the set [so, Si, 52, • • • ] is dense in 5 itself.

Let [io, h, t2, • ■ • ] be a maximal orthonormal set constructed from s by the

usual variation of the Hilbert-Schmidt process [18, Theorem 12.18]. Let C

be the infinite complex matrix defined by:

Ca = QiAti, U) = Q(th Bli).

Now £* | Ckj\2 = N(Atj)2 and £t | Cik\2 = N(Bti)2 (i,j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), and

for each positive integer n and each complex number sequence {z,}2

Im   ¿Z z*CijZj = Im Q ( A\  ¿ Mí  .    ¿Z a di ) á 0.
i,j=0 \       L j_0 J «=0 /

Henee [8, Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 3.2(a)], there exists a nondecreasing

function cp from the real line into T, with Stieltjes transform/and cp(— co) =0

and $(+ oo) = 1, such that for Im z>0 the matrix D(z) defined by

Diz)a = QifWi, Id

is a reciprocal of {z5 — C} (where 5 is the "identity" matrix); thus we have,

for i,j = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • ,

QitiJii = ¿Z D(z)ik{zbki - Ckj} = Qi{z- A}i1,f(z)%)
k

which implies (1), and

QUhh) = ¿Z {a* - Clk}D(z)kj = Q(f(z)tj, \z* - B}ti)
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which implies (2). These latter implications are direct consequences of our

requirements (i) and (ii), respectively, on the original sequence s.

Proof for nonseparable {S, Q). There exists [18, Theorem 14.10] a col-

lection G of mutually orthogonal, separable, closed linear subspaces of S

such that

(i) each member of G reduces each of A and B, and

(ii) the members of G span all of 5.

Supposing M is a member of G, Pm is the projection of 5 onto M, and

Tm is the set of all continuous linear functions from M into M, we deduce

the following facts (aided by [18, Theorem 14.13]):

(a) Pm(So) is dense in M and lies in the intersection Sm of Pm(Si) with

Pm(S2).

(b) The contraction AM of A to SM has closure A M equal to the contrac-

tion of A to Pm(Si), and likewise for BM and Pm(S2).

(c) For each x and y in SM

Q(AMx, y) = Q(x, BMy)        and       Im Q(AMx, x) g 0.

(d) There is a nondecreasing function tpM from the real line into TM, with

Stieltjes transform fM and cpM( — co) =0 and 4>m( + °°) = 1 in TM, such that

for Im z>0

(1m) fM(z){z — Am}x = x for each x in PM(Sy), and

(2m) fM(z)*{z* — BM}y = y for each y in PM(S¿).

The proof is readily completed now by appropriate "summation" over the

members of G [18, Theorem 14.12], and Lemma 7 is established.

Lemma 8. Suppose [a, b] is a number interval, e[a, b] is the set of all con-

tinuous functions from [a, b] to the real numbers, E is a linear subcollection of

(¿[a, b] which is dense in C,[a, b] in the sense of uniform convergence, and L is a

real-linear function from E to P. The following two statements are equivalent :

(1) L(f)«L(g)forf^ginE (i.e.,f(u)z%g(u)foratiuz%b).
(2) There is a nondecreasing function d> from [a, b] to T such that

L(f) =  I   fd<j>       for each f in E.
J a

Remark 1. This idea goes back to the work of F. Riesz [12] for the case

that L is numerical valued. An extension process, through nondecreasing

sequences with values in E, which produces the values of cp as values of an

extension of L to characteristic functions of subintervals of [a, b], is due to

Riesz [13, Chapter V; 14]. The present lemma is essentially proved in [15,

Chapter VII] in connection with Hubert's spectral resolution theorem: there

we have a member H of P such that a<KH<s.b, E is the class of real poly-

nomials on [a, b], and L(f) =f(H) for all/ in £—-so that L has the additional

property of being multiplicative in the sense that L(f-g) =L(f)L(g) for/ and

g in £ (which is equivalent to there being a cp which is projection valued).
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Remark 2. An extension to a more general setting has been indicated by

R. R. Christian [2, §111 ]: E is replaced by the bounded real continuous func-

tions on a normal topological space, and T by a Dedekind complete partially

ordered vector space.

Indication of proof. Clearly (2) implies (1). Supposing (1) to be true, one

carries out the following procedure.

(i) Extend L to the set E' of all upper semicontinuous functions on

[a, b] which are bounded below, the extension L' being additive and homo-

geneous with respect to positive scalars and having property (1) on E': if /

is in E' and F is a nonincreasing sequence, with values in E and limit / on

[a, b], then L'(f) is the limit of L(F).
(ii) Extend L' linearly to the set E" of all differences of functions in E',

the extension L" being real-linear and having property (1) on E" : if / is in

E" andf=gi-g2, with gi and g2 in £', then L"(f)=L'(gi)-L'(g2).

(iii) Define cp(d) to be 0 and, for u in (c, b], cp(u) to be L'(l [„,„]) where

l[o,u](0 is 1 or 0 accordingly as t is in [a, u] or not: the function cp is non-

decreasing on [a, b] and, if/ is in E and {m<}S is an increasing numerical

sequence with u0 = a and un = b, and m^ and Mi denote respectively the mini-

mum and maximum values of/on the interval [m¿_i, ut] (i= 1, • ■ • , «), then

¿Znii{4>(u%) - d>(ui-i)} = Z."f?»i-1 [«,,„,] + £«<'l<««_i,„,;]l

« L(f) « ¿'Ymi-1Kui] + ¿ M,-l(u,._liUi])

n

= Zm,{ <*>(«<) -*(«<-i)}
i

—which is enough to establish (2).

Lemma 9. If C is an infinite sequence with values in T and k is a positive

integer then

¿ZiP/ny(n)A»-»CP^Ck
»-i w

as n —> »,
p-i

where

A im\AmCi = JZi-iyl A Ci+i (i, m = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

Remark 1. This lemma was discovered by the author in 1949, presented in

seminar at the University of Texas, but not published. It was rediscovered

and published in 1958 by Jakimovski [6] for numerical sequences (see Wells'

1959 paper [23, p. 635] for comments and applications).
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Remark 2. The lemma remains true if P is replaced by any linear topo-

logical space—as a consequence of the following observation about Bernstein

polynomials: for n^k (k, n = l, 2, 3, • • • )

¿ pk(n) [1 - l]~-*I> = iz(n)dkJq,
„=i     \p/ q-i\q/

where dk,y=l, dk,k = k\, and dk+i,j=j\dk,j-i+dk,j) (l<j<k + l). (See Mc-

Shane [11, p. 119] for a different formulation.)

Definition. For each positive integer n, Sn denotes the set of all sequences

{Xi} " with values in S, and Qn denotes the inner product for Sn defined by

n

Qn(x, y) = Y, Qix>, y<) ;
i-0

we identify the class of linear functions from Sn into 5", which are continuous

with respect to the norm corresponding to Qn, with the class PB of functions

from the ordered pairs of integers in [0, n] to P—in such a way that if A

is in PB then

Ax = <Yj A(i,j)Xj> for x = {xi}n0
\ j-0 )   0

and A*(i,j)=A(j,i)*(i,j = 0, 1,2, • • ■ ).

Lemma 10. Suppose nis a positive integer, each of A and B is in T", {P¿}"

is a sequence with values in T such that

A*x = < ¿ DT1B(i,j)xX for x in Sn,

where B(i, i) =P,P* and B(i, j)(S) is a subset of P,(5) for i^j, and pi is the

projection of S onto the closure of D*(S) (i = 0, • • • , n). In order that the mem-

ber y of Sa should belong to the closure of A*(Sn), it is necessary and sufficient

that píyi=yifor i = 0, • • • , n.

Remark. We now see that—with the suppositions of Lemma 10—if P

is the projection of Sn onto the closure of A*(Sn) and K is a member of P",

then in order that PKP = K it is necessary and sufficient that piK(i, j)p¡

= K(i,j) for i, j = 0, ■ ■ ■ ,n.

Proof. If y belongs to ^4*(5B) then p¿y< = y< (i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , n). It follows

that the condition is necessary. To show that the condition is sufficient, it

will be enough to show that if yi = D?Zi (i = 0, • • • , n) for some z in Sn then

y is "approximately" in A*(Sn). Suppose, now, that z is in S", that y,-

= D*Zi (i = 0, ■ • ■ , n), and that e>0. There is a member x of S" such that

xn = Zn and, for i<n,
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A|\Dfzi - Dfxi - Dr1 ¿Z B(i,j)x\ < c:

hence Qn(y—A*x, y—A*x) <nc2, and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 11. Suppose C is an infinite matrix with values in T such that if n

is a positive integer then, for all x in Sn,

ÍZ Q(xi,C(i,j)x,)^0.
».y-o

There is an infinite sequence Y, each value of which is an infinite matrix with

values in T, such that r0= Cand, for each nonnegative integer n, r„(«,w)îî>0 and

for each A in T such that AA* = Yn(n, n)

Tn+i(i,j) = Yn(i,j) - [A-'Yn(n,i)]*[A-lYn(n,j)]

for i, j = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ; moreover, if n is a positive integer then

(1) Yn(i,j)=0 if i<n or j<n,

(2) ifYk(k, k)=DkDk* (k = 0, ■ ■ ■ , n) then

C(i,f) = ÍZ [D¡rlrk(k,i)]*[Dk-*rk(k,j)] */ * á « or j ^ «,

(3) for each z in S, Q(z, Yn(n, n)z) is the greatest lower bound of

n

JZ (?(*<> C(i,j)x¡)
t.J-0

for all x in Sn such that xn = z.

Remark. The nature of the sequence Y might be illustrated by a numer-

ical example: for C(i, j) = (i+j+l)~1, the formulas

\n/ \nj
Tn(i,j)   =

ii + n\      (j + n\    i+j+1

involving binomial coefficients, are easily established by induction.

Proof. This argument depends upon ideas developed in [10] in connection

with kernel systems, and we sketch the relevant facts. Let E denote the set of

all nonnegative integers. The hypothesis on C implies [10, Theorem 2.5]

that there is only one complete inner product space {S', Q'}, of functions

from E to S, in which C is the kernel, i.e., in which it is true that for each t

in E and y in 5 the function C(-, t)y belongs to S' and has the property that

Qifit), y) = Q'if, C(-,t)y)        for all/ in 5'.
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The space \S', Q'} can be described as follows [10, Theorem 2.7]: the func-

tion /, from E to S, belongs to S' only in case there exists a nonnegative

number b such that

E QUO), *d úbYtQ(xi,C(i,j)x1)

for all finite sequences x with values in S, in which case Q'(f,f) is the least

such number b. Let N' be the norm corresponding to the inner product Q'.

Now C(0, 0)»0, since for each x in S

Q(x, C(0, 0)x) = N'(C(-, 0)x)2 = 0.

Let Do be a member of P such that D0D0* = C(0, 0). If / is in 5' and y is

in S then

I QifiO), y) | - | Q'if, Ci-, 0)y) I   = N'(f)N(D0*y),

so that, by Lemma 1, /(0) is in ¿»»(S) and N(Do~1f(0)) úN'(f); let g be the

function from £ to 5 defined by

g(i) = [ZWO.ONDo-W))];

now, for each z in 5 and each finite sequence x with values in S,

Q ( E c(o, ¿)*i, *} - c ( E c(-, *)*,-, c( ■, o)z)

so that

I q( E C(0, 0*í, *) I1 = E Q(*i, C(i,7>y)A^(Po*z)2,

whence, by Lemma 1, £)»' ^(0> *)*< is in ^o(-S) and

¿v(pit1 EC(0,t>i) g E Q(*<, C(i,/)%);

thus we see that, for each finite sequence x with values in 5,

E e(*(0, «o qÍdoWO), Db-1 EC(0,i)^)|

AW/(0))w(Dr1 2 C(0, i)*<)

N'(f)i'£Q(xi,c(i,j)xiy,

hence g belongs to 5' and N'(g) úN'(f).

Let P denote the subset of S'XS' to which {/, h} belongs only in case
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k(i) = f(i) - [00-^(0, ¿)]*[D¡r7(0)]        for all i in E.

By the preceding paragraph, we see that P is a linear function from 5' into

S' which is continuous with respect to N'; moreover, P2 = P and Pf=f only

in case/(0) = 0. Let K be the function from EXE to T defined by

K(i,j) = C(i,j) - [Do-*C(0, i)]*[Do-*C(0,j)].

Now [10, Corollary 3.1c], K is the matrix representation of P—in the sense

that for all / in S' and i in E and x in 5

<2'(P*/,C(-,i)s) = Q'(f,K(-,i)x)

—and, since K(i,j)* = K(j, i) for all i and/ in E, P is Hermitian with respect

to Q'. Therefore P is a projection with respect to Q', the projection of S' onto

the subset of 5' to which / belongs only in case/(0) =0. Hence K has the same

nonnegative character as that postulated for C and, by Remark 2 following

Lemma 2, is independent of the choice of D0 in T such that DoDo* = C(0, 0).

Now, what we did with C at the integer 0 can be repeated with K at the

integer 1. Thus we see that, with Y0=C and Yi = K, the inductive definition

of r is justified. The properties (1) and (2) asserted for Y follow readily from

our construction. Concerning (3) we see that for z in S, and each x in Sn

such that xn = z,

JZ Qixi, C(i,j)x¡) = ¿Jv(t D¡r'Tk(k, i)x)

= Q(z, Tn(n, n)z) + £ nÍd^ + D¡rl ¿ r*(*, i)sA ;
*«o      \ *+i /

hence, (3) may be established by the type of procedure employed in the

latter part of our proof of Lemma 10, and this completes our proof of Lemma

11.

Lemma 12. With C and Y as in Lemma 11, it is further true that if C(i,j) =0

for i+j odd then, for each positive integer «, *'/ is also true that Yn(i, j) =0 for

i+j odd.

Indication of proof. A simple induction argument can be made, to show

that if « is a nonnegative integer then

(0 if i +/ is odd,
Fu+iihj) - i ..

Wînihj)        if i or j is odd;

and

(0 if i + j is odd,
r*H-i(»ii) - <_      ......      ..

1 r2„+i(t, j)     if i or j is even.
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We omit the details.

Lemma 13. If M is an infinite matrix with values in T such that M(i, j)=0

for \i—j\ >1, then the following are true:

(1) If n is a positive integer, Mn(i, j) =0 for \i—j\ >n.

(2) If n is a positive integer then the contraction Mn of M to the ordered

pairs of integers in [0, n] has the property that

Mkn(0, 0) = Mh(0, 0)       for k = 1, • ■ ■ , 2n + 1.

(3) If M(i, i)=0 (i = 0, 1, • • • ) then

M2k+\0, 2%) = Af2*+2(0, 2i + 1) = 0       (*, k - 0, 1, 2, • • • )

Remark. Using Lemma 13(3) and a simple induction argument, one is

led to the following observation: if M is an infinite matrix with values in T

such that M(i, j)=0 for \i— j\ 9^1 and L is the infinite matrix defined by

L(i,j) = M2(2i,2j) (i,j = 0,1, 2, ■■■),

then, for each positive integer k, Lk(0,j) = M2k(0, 2j) (j = 0, 1, • • • )•

Indication of proof. Assertion (1) results from straightforward induction

with the indicated matrix multiplication. Concerning (2), by supposing n is

a positive integer it is easy to establish—in order—the following facts:

(a) If 0<k<n and Mk(0, j) = M*(0, j) (j = 0, • • ■ , n) then Mh+1(0, j)

= Mn+1(0,j)(j = 0,- -.,«).

(b) M-+K0,j) = M?1(0,j) (j = 0, ■ ■ ■ ,n).
(c) If l=fc = n and MB+*(0, j) = M^+t(0, j) for 0z%jz%n-k+l, then

M-+*+1(0, j) = MTi+1(0, j) for 0£j£n-k.
Assertion (3) is obtained by straightforward induction on the matrix pow-

ers of M, starting from M(0, 2i) =0 (i = 0, 1, • • • ) and

M2(0, 2* + 1) = M(0, 2i)M(2i, 2i + 1) + M(0, li + 2)M(2i + 2, 21 + 1) =0.

We omit the details.

Definition. 5°° denotes the collection of all infinite sequences x with

values in S such that the series E<-o N(xt)2 converges, and Qx denotes the

inner product for 5" defined by

CO

Q„(x, y) = Limit £ Qixh ?.) ;
<-o

we identify the class of linear functions from 5°° into 5°°, which are continuous

with respect to the norm A7«, corresponding to Q„, with the class PM of infinite

matrices M, with values in P, such that for some positive number b and

each x and y in S"
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JZ Q(xi,M(i,f)yt)
•\y-o

á b JZ N(xi)2 £ N(yj)2
,=o y-o

for all positive integers n—the identification being made so that

00

(My)i =Limit £ M(i,j)y¡ (i = 0, 1, • • • ).
y-o

Lemma 14. Suppose M is a member of TK such that M(i, j) = 0 for \i—j\

>1 (i, j = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ). V(M) is the numerical range of M—the set of all

complex numbers w such that

w = Qx(Mx, x)       for some x in Sx with QK(x, x) = 1

—and U is the complement in the plane of the closure of V(M), and R is the

resolvent of M (so that, for all z in U, R[z] is the inverse of z —M in Tx). For

each z in U

R[z](0, 0) = Limit (z- Bi- Ai(z- B2- A2(z- Bz- • • • )-1C2)-1Ci)-1,

where Ap = M(p-l, p), BP = M(p-l, p-1), Cp = M(p,p-l) (£ = 1,2, • • • ),

and convergence is uniform in z over each closed bounded subset of U.

Remark. For complex valued M and Cp = AP(p = l,2, ■ ■ ■ ), this is pre-

cisely H. S. Wall's theorem [20; 21, p. 114] on convergence of bounded J-

fractions.

Proof. Let w be a point in V(M), L be the infinite sequence with values in

r°° defined by:

M(i,j)        if t á » and j g n,

Lnii,j)Z=        w if i =j > n,

0 if i j£ j and i > n or / > n,

and P„ be the resolvent of L„ (« = 0, 1, • • • ). Since the set V(M) is convex

[4; 17, p. 131], it is easy to see that F(Z„) is a subset of V(M) (« = 0,1, • • •);

for each positive number d, each z in U at a distance not less than d from

V(M), and each nonnegative integer «,

lPn[z] - R[z] = Pn[z]{Ln - M}R[z], and

I   N„(Pn[z]x) ^ NK(x)/d       for all x in Sx.

Since L has (strong) limit M with respect to N„ then, because of the indicated

boundedness of P, P has (strong) limit R with respect to Nx at each point

of U; because of the analyticity of each value of P and because of the afore-

said boundedness, this convergence is uniform in z over each closed bounded

subset of U.

For each z in U, Po[z](0, 0) = (z — .BO-1. Also, because of the convexity of
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V(M), one can use Theorem 11 and Lemma A of [9] to show that for each

z in U

Py[z](0, 0) =-      Ci      =[z-By- Ai(z - P2)-1C1]~1
Z — By—  Ay-

Z-  B2

and, for each integer n greater than 1,

1
PnM(0,0)   =

Z  -   By-'

-  An-
Z  —   Bn+y

Hence Lemma 14 is established.

Lemma 15. Suppose M is an infinite matrix with values in T such that

M(i, j)=0 for \i—j\ >1 (i,j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), and for each positive integer n

and each x in S"

n

Im  E Q.(M(i,j)xhxt) = 0.
«.y-o

There exists a function $ from the real line into T°°, nondecreasing with respect

to Qx, with Stieltjes transform F and 3>(— oo) =0 and $>(+ °°) = 1 in T°°, such

that the following statement (1) is true; moreover, for each $> such that (1) holds,

(2) is also true:

(1) For Im z>0 and i, j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

E {zSik - M(i, k)}F[z](k,j) = £*[«](»,*){«•«*, - M(k,})) = Í«.
k k

(2) If M(i, j)* = M(j, i)  d, y-0,  1, 2, ■ • ■ ) then, for n=l, 2, • • • ,

M"(i, j) = f /»<»[/] (i, j) (i, j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

Indication of proof. Part (1) is a direct application of Lemma 7 in the

space {S™, Qx}, where we make the following identification: Sa is the subset

of 5°° to which x belongs only in case there is a positive integer n such that

xn+k = 0 (k = 0, 1, ■ • • ), and for each x in 50 and each nonnegative integer i

(Ax)i = YjMihf)X)       and       iBx)i = E M(j,i)*x}:
i S

Using (1) and Lemma 13(1), we see that for each positive integer n

n-l t+71+1

8"+lF[«](i,y) - z"ôij - E zn~kMk(i,j) = M»(i,j) +   E M^(i, k)F[z](k,j)
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for Im z>0 and i, / = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Hence, if m is a positive integer, and B

is the infinite sequence with values in Tm such that B0= 1 in Tm and Bk is the

contraction of Mk to the ordered pairs of integers in [0, m] (k=l, 2, ■ ■ • ),

and g(z) (for lmz>0) is the contraction of F[z] to the ordered pairs of

integers in [0, m], we can carry out the type of argument used in connection

with Lemma 5(2) to establish the conclusion (2) for i, j = 0, ■ • • , m. This

is enough to establish Lemma 15.

3. Principal theorems.

Theorem 1. Suppose cp is a nondecreasing function from the real line into

T such that all the moments flndcp (n = 0, 1, • • • ) exist, cp(u) = cp(u-\-) — cf>(— co)

for all real u, Dois a member of T such that D0D0* = cj>( + co ), and fis the Stieltjes

transform of cp. There exists a function $ from the real line into TK, nondecreas-

ing with respect to Qx with$(u) =$>(M+) — <!>(— °°) for all real u and $>(+ co)

= 1 in r°°, and an infinite matrix M, with values in T and M(i, j)=0 for

\i-j\ >1 and M(i,j)* = M(j, i) (i,j = 0, 1,2, • • ■), such that

(1) if F is the Stieltjes transform of 9> in TM then, for Im z > 0 and

i,j=0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,f(z)=DoF[z](0, 0)Do* and

¿Z {z-ôik - M(i, k)}F[z](k,j) = ¿Z F[z](i, k){z-8kj - M(k,j)} = Sti,
k k

(2) cp(u) =Do$[u](0, 0)Do* for all real u and, for each positive integer k,

MKi, j) = j Pd^[l] (i, j)       (i, j = 0,1,2, ■■■).

Remark. As will be apparent from the following argument, if T0 is a sub-

set of T such that each H^2>0 in T has a factorization of the form DD* = H

with D in To then the matrix M can be so chosen that M(i, i + 1) is in

T0 (i = 0, 1, ■ • • ); for example, T0 might be taken to be the class of all non-

negative Hermitian members of T or, if S is finite dimensional and T is

represented by a collection of complex matrices, To might be taken as a cor-

responding collection of matrices with "only zeros above the main diagonal"

and nonnegative real numbers on the main diagonal.

Indication of proof. With cp, Do, and / as postulated, we apply Lemmas 5

and 6, inductively to obtain infinite sequences A and B, each with values in

T, and infinite sequences g and 8 such that

(a) Ao = Do and 60 is a nondecreasing function from the real line to T,

with Stieltjes transform g0 and 00(u) =ô0(m+) — 0O( — °°) for all real u and

0o(+ °°) = 1, such that/(z)=^40go(2)^4o* for Im z>0, and

(b) for p=i, 2, • • • , Bp = fld6p-i, ApAp* = fPddP-i-B2P, and 6P is a non-
decreasing function from the real line to T, with Stieltjes transform gp and

6p(u) =0p(u+) —0P(— °°) for all real u and 0P(+ ») = 1, such that for Im z>0

z - Bp - ApgP(z)A* = gp-i(z)-1.
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Let M be the infinite matrix (with values in P) defined by

M(i,j) =0   ii\i-j\>l,M(i+l, i)* - M(i, i + 1) m Ai+U M(i, i) = Bi+U

and F be a function from the upper half of the complex plane into the set of

infinite matrices with values in P such that, for Im z>0, p[z](0, 0) =go(z)

and (* = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ ;p=l,2, ■ ■ ■)

F[z](p, p) = fo(*) + gPiz)A*F[z](p -l,p- l)Apgp(z),

F[z](i, i + p) = F[z](i, i + p - l)Ai+pgi+p(z),

F[z](i+p,i) = gi+p(z)A?+pF[z](i + p - 1, i).

Now, an easy computation (or translation into the notation of [9, Lemma

A]) shows that, for Im z>0, F[z] is a reciprocal of the matrix z-8 — M in the

sense of (1) of this Theorem. Moreover, by our Representation Theorem [9,

p. 676], the fact that

Im [APgp(z)A*] « 0       for Im z > 0 (p = 1, 2, • • • )

implies that P is the Stieltjes transform of a function 4> from the real line

into T°°, nondecreasing with respect to Q„, such thati>(w) =$(m+) — <ï>(— <»)

for all real u and <&(+ °°) = 1 in P°°. The proof is completed by application of

Lemma 15, with the observation [8, p. 162] that/determines <p uniquely.

Theorem 2. Suppose C is an infinite sequence with values in T and D0 is a

member of T such that Po-Po* = C0- If M is an infinite matrix with values in T

suck that M(i,j)=0for \i-j\ >1 and M(i,j)* = M(j, i) (i,j = 0, 1, 2, • • • )
and D0Mk(0, 0)D0* = Ck for each positive integer k, then

(1) C is an Hermitian moment sequence, and

(2) if n is a nonnegative integer and [a„, bn] is a number interval such that

n n n

a» E Qixh *>) =   E (?(*»> M(i,j)xj) = è„ E (?(*••> **•)
¿=0 i,j—0 i—0

for each sequence {xi\o with values in S, then for each such {*<}"

n n n

a»  E Qix<t Ci+jXj) ^   E (?(*«> d+j+iXj) é bn  E QiXi,Ci+,x¡).
• ,;=o ».y—u »,y—o

Proof. Concerning conclusion (1), we apply Lemma 15 to M and obtain

an appropriate function <ï> from the real line into P°°; now, with

<p = Do^[l](0, 0)Do* it is easy to see that cp is a nondecreasing function from

the real line into T and that

Cn = flnd<p (n = 0, 1, •••),

thus establishing (1). Concerning (2), it is clear that
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a0 « M(0, 0) « bo   implies    that    a0C0 « Ci « b0C0.

Suppose, then, that « is a positive integer and [an, bn] has the indicated

property with respect to M. Now the contraction Mn, of M to the ordered

pairs of integers in [0, «], is a member of Tn and is Hermitian with respect

to Qn. Let 4> be the function from the real numbers to T" which is the spectral

resolution of Mn in the space {S", Qn}, modified so as to have at a„ the value

0 in T". Letting 0 = $[/](O, 0), we see that for each positive integer k

k Ch" k
Mn(0, 0) =  I     / dd.

Now, by application of Lemma 13, we see that

Ck = Do< J    Ikdd\ Do*       for * - 0, • • • , 2» + 1.

Hence, for each x in S" we have

¿ Q(xí, Ci+j+ixj) =   JZ q(do*x{, { f V'+wl Do*xl)
¿,y-o í,y-o      \ v J a„ ) /

which can be written as

/ "lQ ([ Ê I*DfxA, {dd} [ JZ I'DfxJ),

from which the desired conclusion follows. Theorem 2 is proved.

Corollary 2.1. The characterization (II) in the Introduction is a necessary

and sufficient condition for the infinite sequence C with values in T to be an

Hermitian moment sequence.

Theorem 3. Suppose C is an infinite sequence with values in T and, for

each nonnegative integer n, [a„, bn] is a number interval such that if {xí}q

is a sequence with values in S then

n n n

on    ¿Z   Qixi,Ci+jXj)  ̂      JZ    Qi*b Ci+i+iXj)   g  bn    JZ   Qi*i,Ci+jXj).
i,i=o i,y=o «,y—o

There is an infinite sequence Y, each value of which is an infinite matrix with

values in T, such that if each of i and j is a nonnegative integer then Yoii, j)

= C,+J and, for each nonnegative integer n, Yn(n, w)»0 and for each A in T

such that ^4^4* = r„(«, «)

rn+1(i,/) = Tn(i,j) - {A-irn(n,i)}*{A->rn(n,j)};

if each of D and P is an infinite sequence with values in T such that DnDn
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= r„(«, n) and Pn is the projection of S onto the closure of D*(S) (« = 0,1, ■ ■ • ),

then for each nonnegative integer n

n

Ci+i = zZ {D^Tk(k, i)}*{ DklTk(k,j)}        if i £n or j £ n,
k-o

and there is only one infinite matrix M with values in T such that

C+y+i = È É {DP'Vp(p, i)}*M(p, q){D^Tq(q,j)}
j>=0 j—o

and PiM(i,j)Pj = M(i,j) (i, j = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • ); moreover, M has the properties:

(1) M(i,j) = Ofor \i-j\ >1 and M(i,j)* = M(j, i) (i,j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).
(2) If k is a positive integer then D0Mk(O, 0)D0* = Ck.

(3) For n = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■  and each sequence {xt}ô with values in S

n n n

an JZ C(*i, P<*<) =   E Qi*i, M(i,j)x¡) ^bnJZ Qix<, P.*.)-
i—o ¿,y=o »—o

(4) If i is a nonnegative integer then D^i(S) is a subset of Di(S) and

M(i, i+l)=DrlDi+i, M(0, 0)=Do~1{Do1Ci}*, and (ifi>0)

M(i, i) = D?{ [D~lTi(i, i + 1)]* - [DtiTi-iii - 1, Í)]*[D~iliDi]}.

Remark 1. With C and D as in Theorem 3, one can use Lemmas 1 and

11 to establish the following: the condition that Dñl be in T (for n = 0,1, • • • )

is equivalent to the condition that there exist a positive numerical sequence d

such that (for « = 0, 1, • • • )

n

¿Z Q(xi, Ci+JXj) ̂  d„Q(xn, xn)       for all x in S";
•\y=o

moreover, in case 5 is finite dimensional, this is equivalent to

n

JZ Qix>, Ci+jXj) > 0       for <2(x„, xn) > 0.
»,y-o

Remark 2. With Y and M as in Theorem 3, a simple induction can be

used to extend property (2) of M to the following: for « = 0, 1, • • •

Tn(i,j) = Do Í JZ M*(0, k)M'(k, 0)1 Do*
VJbÈn ;

(i,j = 0,1,2, ■■■).

Proof. The existence of the sequence Y follows, by Lemma 11, from the

properties postulated for C—since, for each nonnegative integer n,bn—an>0

and if x is in Sn then
n

ibn-an) JZ Qixi, Ci+jXj) ̂ 0.
i./""0
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Supposing, then, the sequences D and P as indicated, it follows from Lemmas

3 and 10 that there is only one member Go of P such that

G = DoGoDo*       and        P0G0Po = Go

and that, for each positive integer n, there is only one member Gn of P" such

that (for i, / = 0, •••,«) P<G„(t,i)P, = G»(i,j) and

n

G+y+i =   E   { Ar'TpO, ¿)} *Gn(p, q) { D^Uq, j) } ;
p,q=0

moreover, by the Remark following Lemma 3, a„(diag Pi)«G„«¿>„ (diag P,)

in the space \Sn, Qn\ and—from the structure of T—for i,j = 0, ■ ■ ■ , n

É Gn(i, q){Dq-irq(q,j)} = DTlTi(i,j + 1).
8-0

From this latter fact it follows, inductively, that

E Gkn(i, q){D~1Tq(q,j)} = Dj^faj + k)
s=o

for O^i^n and O^j + k^n + l, so that

Ck = PoG*(0, 0)Po* (k = 1, • • • , n + 1).

To complete a proof of all of our assertions in Theorem 3, it is sufficient

to show that G„(i,j)=0 for \i— j\ >landGn+i(i,j)=Gn(i,j)iori,j = 0, ■ ■ ■ ,n

—provided that on the way we establish the appropriate analogue of asser-

tion (4). This we now accomplish, using the relationships (t) and PiG„(i, j)Pj

= G„(i, j)=G„(j, i)* (and, implicitly, Lemma 1 to see that Dj+i(S) is a sub-

set of Dj(S)). For j = 0 and O^i^n, we have G„(i, 0)P0* = PrT<(¿, 1) so that

G„(0, 0)Po* = Po-'Ci,

Gn(l, 0)Po* = Dy*, implying G„(0, 1) = P0-'Pi       if « £ 1, and

Gn(i, 0) = 0       provided 1 < i = n.

Now, inductively, for/èl and 0 = î^w, we have

E Gn(i,q){D^Tq(q,j)} + Gn(i,j)D* = D^TSJ + 1)
,-0

so that

GnijJ - l){Djlir^i(j - l,j)} + Gn(j,j)D* = D^Tj(j,j + 1),

Gn(j + l,j)D* = D*+i, implying Gn(j, j + 1) = D,"1/^, if » à / + 1, and

Gn(i, j) = 0 provided/ + 1 < i ^ n.

:
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Omitting the few remaining details, this concludes our proof of Theorem 3.

Corollary 3.1. The characterization (III) in the Introduction is a neces-

sary and sufficient condition for the infinite sequence C with values in T to be

an Hermitian moment sequence.

Corollary 3.2. If Ris a proper subset of the real line which is closed, non-

degenerate, and connected (i.e., an interval or a ray), and C is an infinite se-

quence with values in T, the following are equivalent :

(1) There is a nondecreasing function cp from the real line into T, which is

constant on each component of the complement of R, such that

C. = fl'd4> (« = 0, 1, •••)•

(2) There is a member A0 of T such that A 0A 0* = Co and an infinite matrix

M, with values in T and numerical range lying in R, such that M(i, j) =0 if

\i-j\ >1 (i,j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) andA0Mk(0, 0)A0* = Ck (Ä-1, 2, • • • )•
(3) There is, for each nonnegative integer n, a number interval [an, bn]

lying in R such that for each sequence {xt}ô with values in S

n n n

an  JZ Qixi,Ci+jx,) g  JZ Qixi, d+j+iXj) ^ bn JZ Qixi,Ci+jx,).
ij=o i,y=o t\y=o

Remark. In (2) the numerical range of M (supposed lying in R) is under-

stood to be the set to which w belongs only in case there is a nonnegative

integer n and a sequence {a\}jj with values in 5 such that

n n

w =   JZ Q(M(i,j)xj, X,)        and        JZ Q(xi, x,) = 1;
i,y-o i=o

in this situation and in case R is not bounded, instead of using our Lemmas

7 and 15 to exhibit a <f> and so deduce (1), one uses the fact (see, for example,

[15a, p. 330]) that an associated Hermitian transformation has a self-adjoint

extension in the space {Sx, Ç») with a spectral resolution $ which is con-

stant on the complement of R.

The following theorem is an elaboration of Remark 1 which follows

Theorem 3. (See Kreïn [7] and Wall [22], for finite-dimensional S.)

Theorem 4. If C is an infinite sequence with values in T and there is a

positive numerical sequence d such that

n

JZ Qixi, Ci+jXj) ̂ dnQ(xn, x„)
¿,y=o

for n = 0, 1, • • • and each sequence {x,}o with values in S, then C satisfies the

suppositions of Theorem 3 and so is an Hermitian moment sequence.
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Indication of proof. Supposing the infinite sequences C and d as indicated,

let T be the infinite sequence obtained from Cas in Theorem 3, as guaranteed

by Lemma 11. Now £n = Tn(w, w)1/2 (« = 0, 1, • • • ) is reversibly continuous

from 5 onto S; moreover (for w = 0, 1, ■ • • )

Gi+y = Ê {Er'Ttik, i)}*{Ejr*rk(k, j)}        for i, j = 0, • • • , n.
*-o

Hence (for w = 0, 1, • • • ) there is a member Hn of P" such that

Hnl(i, j) = C,+y       for i, j = 0, • • • , n.

Thus we see that there is a positive numerical sequence e such that

n n

E Q(Xi, Ci+jXj) ^ e„ E Q(xi, Xi)
«,y-o »•—o

for n = 0, 1, ■ • •  and all x in Sn; on the other hand, there is a positive numer-

ical sequence/ such that, for n = 0, 1, • • ■  and all x in Sn,

n n n

-/» E Q(*i> *<) ̂ E Qixi, Ci+j+iXj) á/n E (¿fa, Xi).
í=o t,y—o t-o

Therefore, with an= —fn/en and b„=fn/e„ (w = 0, 1, • • •), C has the proper-

ties postulated in Theorem 3.

Theorem 5. If C is an infinite sequence with values in T such that C0^>0

and M is an infinite matrix with values in T such that M(i, j) = 0 for \i—j\ > 1

and M(i,j)* = M(j, i) (i, j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), then

(1) if M generates C as in Theorem 2 and M(i, i) = 0 (i = 0, 1, • • • ) then

C¿n+i = 0 (n = 0, 1, • • • ), while, conversely,

(2) if C generates M as in Theorem 3 and C2n-u = 0 (n — 0, 1, • • • ) then

M(i,i)=0 (i = 0, 1, • • • )•

Indication of proof. Apply Lemmas 13(3) and 12, respectively.

Remark. From our development thus far, it is easy to assemble facts

which support the equivalence of the following statements (for any infinite

sequence C with values in P) :

(1) C is an Hermitian moment sequence and C2n+i = 0 (n = 0, 1, • ■ ■ ).

(2) There is a nondecreasing function cp from the real line to P, which is

odd in the sense that cp( — u) = —cp(u) for all real u, such that

Cn = flnd<p (n = 0, 1, •••)•

(3) There is a member D0 of P such that D0D0* = Co and an infinite matrix
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M with values in T such that M(i, j) = 0 for \i — j\  ^1 and M(i, j)*

= M(j, i) (i,j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) and D0Mk(0, 0)Do* = Ck (k = l,2,---).

(4) There is a nondecreasing function 0 from the real line to T, which is

constant on the set of negative numbers, such that

C2„ =  I PdB       and       C2n+i = 0        (n = 0, 1, ■ • • ).

(5) C2„+i = 0 (« = 0, 1, • • • ) and there is a member Do of T such that

DoD0* = Co and an infinite matrix L with values in T such that L(i, j) =0 for

\i-j\ >1 (i,j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), DoLk(0, 0)D0* = C2k (k = l, 2, ■ ■ • ), and

JZ Q(xi,L(i,j)xj)^0
».y-o

for « = 0, 1, • • •  and each sequence {*,}S with values in S.

The following pair of theorems supplies a direct connection between (3)

and (5), as suggested by the Remark following Lemma 13. The theorems are

related to a sufficient condition, due to Stieltjes (see, for example, [21, p.

121]), for a real /-fraction to be the even part of a continued fraction of a

certain other type.

Theorem 6.1. If M is an infinite matrix with values in T such that M(i, j)

= 0 for \i-j\ 5¿1 and M(i, j)* = M(j, i) (i, j = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■), and L is the
infinite matrix defined by

L(i,j) = M2(2i,2j) (i,j = 0,1,2, ■■■),

then L(i,j) = 0 for \i-j\ >1 and L(i,j)* = L(j,i) (*,j=0, 1, 2, • • • ),L*(0,0)
= M2*(0, 0) (k=l, 2, ■ ■ -),and

JZ Qixi, L(i, j)Xj) => 0
»,y-o

for n = 0, 1, • • •  and each sequence {x,-} 2 with values in S.

Proof. Supposing M to be as indicated, let A be an infinite sequence such

that Ap = M(p —i,p)(p = l,2,---). All but the last of the assertions about

L follow from Lemma 13 and the immediately subsequent Remark. To estab-

lish the last assertion, we consider infinite sequences a, b, and g such that

go = Oand (for p=l, 2, • • ■ )

ap = L(p - 1, p) = A2p-iA2p,       bi = L(0, 0) = AiA?,

bp+i = L(p, p) = A2pA2p + A2p+iA2p+i, and

gP = A2pA2p « bp+i;

now, for each x and y in S and each positive integer p,

| Q(x, apy) |2 Ú Qix, A2p-iA2p-ix)Q(y, A2pA2py) = Q(x, [bp - gP-i]x)Q(y, gpy).
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Hence the last assertion is true, by Theorems 5 and 7 of [9],

Theorem 6.2. If L is an infinite matrix with values in T such that L(i, j) = 0

for \i-j\ >1 and L(i,j)* = L(j, i) (i,j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) and

n

E Q(xí, L(i, j)x¡) ^0
¿,y=o

for n = 0, 1, • • • and each sequence {x;}n with values in S, then there exists an

infinite sequence g and an infinite sequence u, each with values in T, such that

for each nonnegative integer n

(i) go = 0 and 0«g„«P(w, n),

(ii) u*un is the projection of S onto the closure of gn(S), and

(iii) Mn4ign+i= [L(n, w)-gn]"1/2L(w, w + 1);

if, moreover, M is the infinite matrix defined by

M(2i, 2i+l) = [L(i, i) - gi]in,       M(2i + 1, 2* + 2) = «,+1g!+i,

M(i,j) = 0       for | i - j\   r¿ 1,    and   M(i,j)* = M(j,i),

then M2(2i, 2j)=L(i,j) (i, j = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • ).

Proof. Supposing L to have the indicated properties, then, by Theorem 8

of [9], L(0, 0)^>0 and there exists an infinite sequence g, with values in T,

such that go = 0 and (for w = 0, 1, • • • )

{[L(n, n) - gnYmL(n, n + 1)}*{ [L(n, n) - gn]-l'2L(n, n + 1)} = gn+l

and gn+i<KP(« + l, w + 1). Now, by Lemma 1, for n = 0, 1, • • •   we have

gn+i(S) = {[L(n, n) - gn]~UiL(n, n + 1)}*(5),

and, by Lemma 2, the infinite sequence u, such that w0 = 0 and

«n*+i = gn+i {[L(n, n) - gn]      L(n, w+1)}*      (n = 0, 1, • • • ),

has the property that u*un is the projection of S onto the closure of g„/2(S)

— so that g„/2u*ungn2 = gn (» = 0, 1, • • • )• Hence, letting M be defined as

indicated, we have (for i = 0, 1, ■ • • )

2 1/2 1/2
M (2i, 2Ï) = gi  ufuigi    + L(i, i) - gi = L(i, i), and

M2(2i, 2i + 2) = M(2i, 2j + l)M(2i + 1, 2* + 2) - L(i, i+1).

Since the closure of gn(S) is the closure of g¡,/2(5) (n = 0, 1, ■ ■ • ), the proof

is complete.

No proof will be offered for the following theorem, since (1) and (2) are

equivalent by Lemma 8, while (1) and (3) and (4) are equivalent by Corol-

lary 3.2.
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Theorem 7. If C is an infinite sequence with values in T and [a, b] is a

number interval, the following are equivalent :

(1)  There is a nondecreasing function cpfrom [a, b] to T such that

,b

. =  f Pd<p       (n - 0, 1, • • • ).

(2) If E is the class of real polynomials restricted to [a, b] and L is the

function from E to T defined by

(m \ m

JZrPlA = JlrpCv
p-0 / p-0

then L(f)y>0 for each nonnegative f in E.

(3) For « = 0, 1, • • •  and each sequence {x,}S with values in S

n n n

a Z) (?(*<> Ci+jX/) Û  JZ Qixi,Ci+i+ix¡) ^b JZ Q(xi,Ci+ix¡).
»,y—o »,y=o >,y-o

(4) There is a member D0 of T such that D0Do* = Co and an infinite matrix

M with values in T such that M(i, j) = 0 for \ i —j\ > 1 and M(i, j) * = M(j, i)
(i,j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), D0Mk(0, 0)Do* = G (*-l, 2, • • • ), and

n n n

a JZ Qix>, *i) è  JZ Qix<, M(i, f)Xj) ̂ b JZ Qixi, *,)
i—o i,y— o i—o

for n = 0, 1, • • •  and each sequence {x,}2 with values in S.

This theorem, supplemented by Lemma 14, has the following two immedi-

ate corollaries.

Corollary 7.1. If cp is a nondecreasing function from the number interval

[a, b] into T then there exists an infinite sequence A and an infinite sequence B,

each with values in T, such that

(1) if M is the infinite matrix (with values in T) defined by

M(i, i) = Bi+U M(i + 1, 0* - M(i, i + 1) = Ai+U M(i,j) = 0 for \ i - j\ > 1

then, for n — 0, 1, • • •  and each sequence {xi}ô with values in S,

n n n

a JZ Qixi, *ii á   JZ Qixi, M(i,j)xj) ûbJZ Q(xi} Xf),
<—o «.y-o i—o

(2) for complex z in the region Ext[a, b]

1

/
:d<p = Limit Ao(z - Bi- Ai(z- B2- ■ ■ ■ )~^A?)-lAf,

z - I

with uniform convergence over each closed bounded subset of Ext[a, b].
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Corollary 7.2. If [a, b] is a number interval then, for each ordered pair

{A, B} of infinite sequences, with values in T such that statement (1) in the

preceding Corollary is true, there is a nondecreasing function cp from [a,b] into

T such that (2) holds.

Theorem 8. If C is an infinite sequence with values in T, the following are

equivalent :

(1)  There is a nondecreasing function cf> from [0, l] to T such that

n=    (    /"'

-J 0

G =       IHcp (n = 0, 1, • • • ).
-J 0

(2) The sequence C is totally monotone in the sense that

AmC„ = E (-l)M      ) Ci+n » 0       (m, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).
<-o \ * /

(3) There is an infinite sequence A with values in T such that, if M is the

infinite matrix (with values in T) defined by

M(i + 1, i)* = M(i, i+1) = Ai+u M(i, j) = 0      for \ i - j | * 1,

then

(a) A0Ao* = C0 and AQM2k(0, 0)A0* = Ck (k = l, 2, • • ■ ) and

(b) for « = 0, 1, • • •  and each sequence {x,}B with values in S

n n n

- E(?(*¿, *.) ̂  E Qixi, M(i,j)xj) = E Q(xi, *.)•
¿=0 t,y=o ,=o

Remark. By Theorem 7 of [9] and Theorem 6.2 of the present paper,

each of the following is an equivalent formulation of the foregoing condition

(b) on the sequence A :

(W) There is an infinite sequence g with values in T such that if p is a posi-

tive integer then 0«gp_i«l and

I Q(x, Apy) |2 á Qix, [l - g„-i]x)Q(y, gpy)       for all x and y in S.

(b") There is an infinite sequence m and an infinite sequence u, each with

values in T, such that m0 = 0 and (for each positive integer p) 0<£.mp<g.l, u*up

is the projection of Sonto the closure ofmp(S), A „(S) is a subset of [l — wiP_i]1/2(5),

and

n r1/2 a 1/2[1 — Wj,_iJ      Ap = upmp   .

Indication of proof. If (1) is true then so is (2), since

A-G =   f  [1 - 7]«.J»á¿       (m, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).
Jo

If (2) is true and £ is the class of real polynomials restricted to [0, l] and

L is the function from E to T defined as in Theorem 7(2) then, since
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L([l - /]»•/») - A" G        (m, n = 0,1,2, ■■ ■),

we see by Lemma 9 that L(/)»0 for each nonnegative / in £: hence, by

Lemma 8, (1) is true. Now, (1) is clearly equivalent to:

(4)  There is a nondecreasing odd function 6 from [ — 1, 1 ] into T such that

C„=  j    P»dd (n = 0, 1, • • • ).
J -i

This establishes the Theorem, since (3) and^(4) are easily seen to be equiva-

lent by Theorems 3, 5, and 7.

Corollary 8.1. If d> is a nondecreasing function from [0, l] to T then there

is an infinite sequence A, with values in T satisfying condition (b") of the Re-

mark following Theorem 8, such that for complex z in the region Ext[ —1. i]

I     -d<p = Limit Ao(z - Ay(z - A2(z - ■ ■ ■ )-lA})~lA?)-lAt,
Jo    z2 — I

with uniform convergence on each closed bounded subset of Ext[ —1, l]; con-

versely, each such sequence A determines a nondecreasing <p such that this con-

tinued fraction expansion holds.

Corollary 8.2. If C is a totally monotone sequence with values in T then

there is an infinite sequence A, with values in T satisfying condition (b") of

the Remark following Theorem 8, such that for complex z in the (open) unit disc

E znG - Limit Ao(l - zAy(l - zA2(l - • • • ̂ A^^Af^Af,
n=0

where (if 0<r<l) convergence is uniform for \z\ t%.r; conversely, each such se-

quence A determines a totally monotone sequence C such that this expansion

holds.

Remark. This is the form of the theorem, mentioned in our Introduction,

first discovered by Wall [19] for numerical sequences. It can be obtained

directly from Corollary 8.1 (with Theorem 8) by an "equivalence transforma-

tion" on the continued fraction, or from Theorem 8 together with a variation

of Lemma 14 applied to the matrix z • M, followed by a replacement of z2 by z.

4. Functions of bounded variation. In mimicry of the standard idea for

complex valued functions, it is customary to say that a function y from

[0, 1 ] to P is of bounded variation with respect to the norm N provided there is

a number k such that

E Ñ(yM - yiui-i)) = k
i

for all finite nondecreasing sequences u with values in [0, l]; if S is not finite
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dimensional, there are nondecreasing functions from [0, l] to T which are

not of bounded variation with respect to N (spectral resolutions of members

H of T such that 0«íí«l). Let us observe that the function y, from [0, l]

to the complex numbers, is of bounded variation only in case there is an

ordered pair {a, ß} of nondecreasing functions from [0, l] to the numbers

such that

I y(v) - yiu) \2 =g [«(») - a(u)][ß(v) - ß(u)]

for each subinterval [u, v] of [0, l]. Accordingly we introduce the following

definition, which provides us with an extension of Theorem 8 and with an

extension of the Boas-Pólya theorem [l], as promised in our Introduction.

Definition. The class BVQ, oí functions of bounded variation with respect

to Q, is the set to which y belongs only in case 7 is a function from the real

line to T and there exists an ordered pair {a, ß} of nondecreasing functions

from the real line to T such that each of fda and fdß exists and

I Q(x, hiv) - yiu)]y) |2 Ú Qix, [«(») - a(u)]x)Q(y, [ß(v) - ß(u)]y)

for each x and y in S and each number interval [u, v]; in this case, the

ordered pair {a, ß} is said to be a dominant pair for 7.

Remark 1. This idea allows immediate generalization (which will not con-

cern us here) to a setting, for instance, in which each of a, ß, and 7 is replaced

by a finitely additive set function with values in the space of linear mappings

from X* to X—where X is a linear topological space with adjoint space X*.

Remark 2. The nondecreasing function cp from the real line to T belongs

to BVQ only in case fdcp exists, in which case {<p, <p) is a dominant pair for <¡>

(Schwarz's inequality).

Remark 3. If/is a continuous function from, for instance, [O, l] to the

complex numbers, and 7 is in BVQ with dominant pair {a, ß}, then the

Stieltjes integral flfdy exists as a limit with respect to the norm N of appropriate

approximating sums—as can be deduced from the following symbolic com-

putation :

I Q(x, JZfr [dy]iy) I á L I Qixji- [dy]iy) \
^JZQix, I/«| [da]ixyi2Q(y, \u\ [dß\iyy<2

^ { JZ \fi\Qix, [dahx)}ll2{ JZ \fj\Qiy, Wly)}^,

whence ÑiJZfr [dy]i)^{xnax |/,| }N(cx(l)-a(0))N(ß(l) -ß(0)).
Remark 4. With reference to Hellinger integrals, as developed in [10,

especially Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.7, and remarks on p. 259], we observe—

with the help of Lemma 1 of this paper—the following facts: if 7 is in BVQ

with dominant pair {a, ß} then the integral

j [dy]*[daMdy] = j { [da]-^2[dy]}*{ [da]-U2[dy]}
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exists and, for each number interval [u, v],

fV[dy]*[da]-l[dy]«ß(v)-ß(u);

conversely, if 7 is a function from the real line to P, and cp is a nondecreasing

function from the real line to P such that the integral /[¿7]*[¿0]_1[d7]

exists, and ß is a nondecreasing function such that

0(0) = 0   and   ß(v) - ß(u) =  f [¿y]*^]"1^]        for u < v,
J u

and /[dy][¿0]_1[^T]* exists, then 7 is in BVQ with dominant pair {a, ß\

such that

a(0) = 0    and    a(v) - a(u) =  j    [¿7][¿/8]_1[¿y]*       for u < v.

Theorem 9. If c is an infinite sequence with values in T then the following

are equivalent:

(1)  There is a function y in BVQ such that

On =   Í    /"
J a

dy       (n - 0, 1, • • • ).

(2)  There exist totally monotone sequences a and b, each with values in T,

such that for all x and y in S

I Q(x, [Amcn]y) |2 Ú Q(x, [Aman]x)Q(y, [A-*»]y)        (m, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

Indication of proof. If each of A, B, and C is a member of P, with ^4^>0

and B^>0, then [9, Theorem 5] in order that

I Q(x, Cy) \2 =■ Q(x, Ax)Q(y, By)       for all x and y in S,

it is necessary and sufficient that

\C*    Bf
as a member of T1

—the space of continuous linear transformations in the space {S1, Qy} .Hence,

the function 7 from the real line to T belongs to BVQ only in case there are

nondecreasing a and ß from the real line to P such that

<P
/«     7\

\7*    ßJ

is a nondecreasing member of BVQi. Thus we see that Theorem 9 is a direct

application of Theorem 8 in the space {S1, Qy}.
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Theorem 10. If c is an infinite sequence with values in T and k is a number

then there is a member y of BVQ, with dominant pair {a, ß}, such that all the

integrals fl"da and fl"dß (n = 0, 1, • • • ) exist,

c„ = J Pdy (n = 0, 1, • • • ),

and y is constant on the set of all numbers less than k.

Indication of proof. The idea, as in our proof of Theorem 9, is to make

this an application of our other theorems in the space {S1, Qi}. More specifi-

cally, supposing c to be an infinite sequence with values in T and k to be a

positive number, we show the existence of infinite sequences a and b with

values in T such that the sequence C,

(an     cn\
C = ( J        ) (n = 0, 1, • • • ),

\Cn bj

with values in Tl has the property that

n / 1      \     n

JZ Qi(x„ Ci+jXj)   à(l    H-) JZ Qi(xí, x,) and
,y-o \ « + 1/ t-o

JZ Qiix>, Ci+j+iXj) ^[k-\-— ) JZ Qi(xí, Ci+jXj)
¿,y-o \       » + 1/ ,-,,=o

(t)

for w = 0, 1, ■ • • and each sequence {x<}¡¡ with values in 5l. Theorem 4 and

Corollary 3.2, applied in the space {S1, Qi}, then supply a function cp from

the real line to T1, nondecreasing with respect to Qi and constant on the set

of all numbers less than k, such that

C„ = jPdcp (« = 0, 1, •••);

the identification of a, ß, and y, with values in T such that

cp ■(;;>

ß.

then provides the asserted result. We now indicate how to obtain the condi-

tions (%).

First, we note that if « is a nonnegative integer and r is a positive number

then there exists a member a„ and a member bn of T such that Cny>r with

respect to Qi: namely an = bn'2>N(cn)+r. Hence, there exist members aa and

bo of T such that Co>$>2 with respect to Qi, and then members ßi and ¿>i of T

such that C£ï>(k + l)Co with respect to Qi.
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Next, we note that if « is a nonnegative integer and {.4,}B+1 is a sequence

with values in P1 and An+i is Hermitian with respect to Qi and p is a positive

number then there exists a member B of P1 such that

n n

P E Qiixi, *d + 2 Re E Qi(*n-i, AiXi) + Qiixn+i, [B - An+i]xn+i) 1 0
<-0 t-0

for all sequences {#¿}n+1 with values in Sl: namely, B in P1 such that

1    "   _
B » An+i H-E Ni(A,)2       with respect to Qy,

p   t-0

since the requirement is equivalent to the condition that

E Çi(*n+i, AiXi)    ^ pQy(xn+y, [B - An+i]xn+i) E Qi(xi, xi)

lor all such x, and since Schwarz's inequality gives the estimate

E Qiix«+i, AiXi)     ̂  Qi(*n+i, *„+i) E ^i(^.)2 E (?i(*;> *>)•
»•-o t-0 y-o

Hence, supposing n such that (Î) holds for all {*,}" with values in Sl, there

exist oîn+j and 62n+2 in P such that

(——-—) Ê Ql(*i, Xi) + 2 Re   E Qy(xn+l, Cn+l+iXj)
\n+l      » + 2/ ,_o y_0

+ Ql(Xn+U |G„+2 -  il  + -T^jl X"+l)  =   0

for all {a;<}n+1 with values in S1, and then there exist a2n+t and b2n+i in Psuch

that

(-J-r-^)Ê<2i(*.,*.)
\« + 1      « + 2/ ,_o

+ 2 Re  Ê & f *n+1, TCn+2+y - (k + ——J G+1+y] xA

Qylx„+i,   C2n+3 — ( k H-T~;)c*»+S F»+i) = °+

for all such {*,-}¡}+1: it follows readily that (J) holds with n replaced by n+1.

Therefore, an induction argument will yield the infinite sequence C, and this,

as we have seen, is enough.

Supplementary comment. Attention is called to the paper by B. Sz.-Nagy

(A moment problem for self-adjoint operators, Acta Math. Acad. Sei. Hungar.
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3 (1952), 285-293) for the prior equivalence of statements (1) and (2) in

both Theorems 7 and 8 of the present paper, and to the paper by Chandler

Davis (A device for studying Hausdorff moments, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc.

87 (1958), 144-158) for the prior equivalence of statements (1) and (4) in

Theorem 7. Both papers deal with moments on an interval. It should also

be noted that our Lemma 5 provides an extension of results obtained in the

first of those two papers concerning the inequality C?<3CC2; this inequality

seems first to have been studied by R. V. Kadison (A generalized Schwarz in-

equality and algebraic invariants for operator algebras, Ann. of Math. 56 (1952),

494-503) ; see also Remark 3 following Lemma 5 and concerning our earlier

result [8, Theorem 3.4, p. 167]. Finally, attention is called to the expository

article by C. L. Dolph (Recent developments in some non-self-adjoint problems

of mathematical physics, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 67 (1961), 1-69) for some

ramifications of the theory of "dissipative operators" which we have studied

as half-bounded matrices in [8] and in Lemma 7 of the present paper.
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